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	Prepare to confidently succeed on your physician coding exam with Physician Coding Exam Review 2014: The Certification Step with ICD-9-CM! From leading coding author and educator Carol J. Buck, this exam review provides complete coverage of all topics covered on the physician certification exams, including anatomy, terminology, and pathophysiology for each organ system; reimbursement concepts; an overview of CPT, ICD-9-CM, and HCPCS coding; and more. Practice exams and a final mock exam simulate the testing experience to better prepare you for certification success.

	
		Comprehensive review content based on the physician exam covers everything you need to know to pass your certification exam.
	
		Concise outline format helps you access key information quickly and study more efficiently.
	
		Concrete real-life coding reports simulate the reports that you will encounter on the job and challenge you to apply key coding principles to actual cases.
	
		Success Strategies section guides you through the entire exam process.
	
		Practice exams on the Evolve companion website allow you to assess strengths and weaknesses and develop a plan for focused study.
	
		A final exam located in the text simulates the actual testing experience you'll encounter when you take the physician certification exam.
	
		Answers and rationales to the practice and final exams are available on the Evolve website.


	
		Updated content includes the latest coding information available, promoting exam success and accurate coding on the job.
	
		NEW! Mobile-optimized 10-question quizzes provide quick, on-the-go study with 260 extra medical terminology and pathophysiology questions that may be downloaded to mobile devices.
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Mac OS X Version 10.2 Jaguar Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2002
Relax. Learning how to use this latest version of Mac OS X is now a breeze. With this book’s step-by-step instructions, you’ll be navigating the Mac OS X interface and customizing your Mac in no time. Begin with an introduction to Jaguar and instructions for setting up your desktop. By the time you’ve finished the book,...
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Thermal Transport for Applications in Micro/Nanomachining (Microtechnology and MEMS)Springer, 2008
Nanotechnology remains one of the most active and intriguing research and development areas. While the importance of novel devices and systems engineered at the nanoscale is steadily increasing, the success of future nanoscale applications will depend on the effective implementation of nanomachining and nanomanufacturing platforms. This book...
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Development and Performance Evaluation of an Adaptive MAC Protocol for MC-CDMA Wireless LANs with QoS SupportMainz, 2006
Amobile adhoc network, is a system of autonomous mobile terminals connected by wireless links. Being independent of any infrastructure, these networks have the ability to be deployed easily, fast and cost efficient. The objective of this thesis is to exploit the advantages of the application of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) in the lower...
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A Practical Introduction to Computer Architecture (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2009
This book blends traditional teaching approaches with the use of mathematics, together with the use of a hardware description language and a concrete processor as vehicles for "hands-on" modelling and experimenting with digital logic and processor design. This unique approach encourages readers to derive their own conclusions via...
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Joomla! 1.5 JavaScript jQueryPackt Publishing, 2010

	Ever wondered how all the great-looking, feature packed, amazing Joomla! sites are made? Would you like to add image transitions, popups, scrolls, AJAX forms, image galleries, no-page reloads to your website, but are worried that they will be difficult to implement? To make any Joomla! site look more professional, interactive, and interesting...
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Nonlinear Microwave and RF Circuits, 2nd EditionArtech House Publishers, 2003

	Back in the days when I had a lot more energy and a lot less sense, I wrote

	the first edition of this book. I had just finished writing Microwave Mixers,

	and friends kept asking me, “Well, are you going to write another one?”

	Sales of Mixers were brisk, and the feedback from readers was

	encouraging,...
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